
Syllabus, prerequisites and suggestions
Syllabus(0) A survey of past, urrent and future failities for polarisation.(1) The onept of spin in aelerators and storage rings and the Thomas-BMT equationof spin preession.(2) The stability of spin motion on the losed orbit. Spin rotators.(3) The Sokolov-Ternov e�et and the basis of eletron(positron) self polarization. Timesales.(4) Depolarisation of eletrons(positrons) due to synhrotron radiation. Spin-orbit reso-nane and the lassi�ation of resonanes.(5) The preservation of polarization during aeleration of protons. The modern de�nitionand alulation of resonane strength. Full and partial Siberian Snakes.(6) Polarised soures and the measurement of beam polarization.(7) Examples of the use of spin-polarised beams will be inluded at the appropriate plaes.(8) If there is time, I'll go more deeply into eah topi and touh on advaned topis suhas that of the invariant spin �eld.Prerequisites(1) A seure understanding of the linear optis of partile beams in rings inluding famil-iarity with the onept of sympletiity and fully oupled motion in 6-D phase spae(so that synhrotron motion is properly inluded).(2) An understanding of the way synhrotron radiation leads to the establishment of theemittanes of stored eletron beams.(3) A seure understanding of the onept of spin and spin preession in nonrelativistiquantum mehanis. An understanding of the basi ideas surrounding nulear magnetiresonane would be helpful. 1



SuggestionsIt is therefore strongly(!) reommended that partiipants prepare for the ourse by(a) following the ourse and tutorial by Ian Bailey, whih immediately preede this ourse.His material on spin density matries, the so-alled interation piture in quantummehanis, and radiative transitions using quantum-mehanial perturbation theoryare partiularly relevant.(b) and by reviewing at least the following topis:(1) Thomas preession and Lorentz transformations of eletri and magneti �elds.See for example, J.D. Jakson \Classial Eletrodynamis".(2) The onept of Hamiltonians in lassial and quantum mehanis.For lassial Hamiltonians, see, for example:Alex Chao's letures (Summer Term 2011) Rob Appleby's letures (Autumn Term2011) Andy Wolski's letures (Summer Term 2009)For 6-D linear dynamis see Andy Wolski's letures of Autumn 2010and more reent ourses overing similar material.(3) Eletron beam dynamis with emphasis on emittane as, for example, in M. SandsSLAC-121 (1970) and/or books like those of K. Wille or H. Wiedemann on ael-erator physis.For synhrotron radiation, see Jim Clarke's letures of Spring 2010.(4) The onept of magneti moments and their preession in magneti �elds.The analogous onept of preession of a gyrosope's (top's) axis in a gravitational�eld.(5) The solution of linear inhomogeneous di�erential equations by using integratingfators and/or by the method of variation of parameters as, for example, in G.Arfken and H. Weber, ` Mathematial Methods for Physiists".
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